Meet your friend Chris Clover.

Let the summer 4-H adventures begin. Cut out Chris and dress Chris in 4-H attire of your choice.

Be sure to take lots of pictures of Chris & you on your 4-H adventures—feeding your bucket calf, cooking up a storm, making a poster, launching a rocket or starring in your photography shoots. Introduce Chris to friends and get their autographs. During the month of June post your favorite photos on Facebook. (Rumor says there could be prizes.) Chris will help you prepare for 4-H project exhibits in July. Chris will entertain you in August. Chris may even go to school in September. Chris celebrates 4-H in October.

CREATIVITY ENCOURAGED

Be sure to add facial features, hair, clothes and shoes. You can make Chris larger or smaller in size. Adults welcome to join the fun! Let us know if you want us to mail this pattern.

We will be sharing more details about Chris’ adventure plans this summer.
JOIN THE 4-H FUN

Meet Chris Clover’s Friends

Celebrate The Adventure